Caution!
Proceed carefully at your own risk! Why? Because the directions
on this page are very tricky. To successfully complete this page,
you’ll need to read each step very carefully. Hopefully, you’ll also
have some fun along the way. 
1. Read all the directions before doing anything.
2. If every word in this step is spelled correctly, write your name at the top of the page. If
there is a misstake, write your name at the bottom.
3. Circle every misspelled word in this list. Write it correctly in the blank.
seperate
knowledge
finally
diffrent
accommodate
privelege
truely
fortunately
_____________________________________________________________________
4. If you are not sure about the answers in #3, wave your hand in the air until the
teacher calls on you.
5. Right the correct homophone four each won that’s wrong in this paragraph. Read the
hole thing several times. Its sometimes hard to sea the errors, even when their in plane
site! Make you’re corrections hear: ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
6. Fold your paper in half two times. Then open it up again and continue.
7. Are you skillfuly equiped so you know which words in this paragraph should have
double letters? Or would you like to consult a commitee and answer this tomorow?
Write all the mispelled words correctly here: __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
8. Circle each word that is spelled correctly. Spell the other words correctly in the blank.
chief
believe
theif
receive
niece
weight

freindship

niether

leisure

nieghbor

___________________________________________________________________
9. You are almost finished now, so drop your pencil on the floor three times to
celebrate.
10. Do not do steps 4, 6, and 9.
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Caution! – Answers
2. Mistake is spelled wrong, so the student’s name should be at the bottom of the page.
3. These words should be circled and spelled correctly: separate, different, privilege,
truly
4. Skip
5. Write, for, one, whole, It’s, see, they’re, plain, sight, you’re, here
6. Skip
7. skillfully, equipped, committee, tomorrow, misspelled
8. Circe chief, believe, receive, niece, weight, leisure. Write thief, friendship, neither,
neighbor.
9. Skip
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